Presenter PRO Release Notes

PresenterPRO v6.1.5.61
the release of PresenterPRO with the additional Proxy/FTP fixes for UBS. It will help
other clients as well if they are using a proxy to FTP content.
Notes:
Does not have current version of interfaces
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PresenterPRO v6.1.0.4
Notes
Fixed TFS # 380 -Archive Wizard: Type in Upload Path manually and do not add the '\' at end of
string and publish. The last folder name in path will append to the Media File Name causing URL
string to break.
Fixed - TFS # 1395 - Issue Aux Link dropdown not enabled by default in Presentation Wizard
Fixed TFS issue #382 Clip Information Tab keys wrong
Fixed TFS #381 - no Slash check for Archive Directory for media files
Fixed TFS issue #376 - Project information - Mod QA URL does not display CGI URL in Presentation
Manager
Fixed TFS issue #351 - PDF import only but gives a 429 PowerPoint not found
Fixed TFS #387 - Mod Q&A now stays set in Presentation Wizard when changing tabs
Fixed TFS issue #352 - Remember settings when leaving Presentation Manager
Added new graphics tag <<@slidegraphictype@>> which will = "jpg" or "gif"
Modified “Out of band” Applet tag replacement to no longer have linefeeds to enable the new
Javascript “Out of Band” feature for future interfaces.
Release notes for Accordent Encoder Controller v6.5
* Added Closed Caption support for Windows Media. Requires Accordent Closed Caption Relay
application to be installed and Osprey Simulstream.
* Modified the Accordent Encoder controller already running method to use App.PrevInstance
instead of using the registry checking method to see if it is "inuse".

PresenterPROv6.0(build 4.03).
Notes:
- Added New Professional Skin including MP3 (with jump to current slide with Windows Media)
- New Feature: Archive wizard now copies presentation.xml to CD folder to support New Professional
Skin features – per Daniele request
- Removed older v55 and Crystal skins, but still included Accordent Standard skin (Please work with
Daniele to let me know if this is the right one)
- Fixed issue with CD links always showing up on the launch page
- Fixed Encoder status lights (Please verify/focus on – I tested as much as I could and it looked
good, but it is complicated code)
- Changed default size of slides to 960x720 to work with PowerPoint 2007 – per Regina request
- Fixed an issue I found while testing the new mp3 feature – If you loaded a saved project the mp3
encoder would not be activated.
- Changed options and updated web files for the online Manual menu download
- Added the updated manual and release notes
- Created the Standalone setups for Encoder Controller and PPT Add-in

